San Francisco History Center: A Year of Partnerships
San Francisco History Center Collections

Government Records/City Archives (Mayors, city departments, etc.)

Archives and manuscript collections: individuals and organizations (Season of the Witch, SF Suicide Prevention, Glide Memorial Church)

GLBT collections: Harvey Milk, Harry Hay, Jewelle Gomez, Gay Games

Other materials: photographs, maps, ephemera, books and periodicals
Collecting Filipino History with the Community
Celestino Alfafara Papers
The San Francisco Bay Area’s Response to the AIDS Epidemic: Digitizing, Reuniting, and Providing Universal Access to Historical AIDS Records

- **NEH implementation grant**: Two years and $315,000 grant
- **Participants**: University of California, San Francisco (UCSF) as lead, with San Francisco Public Library, (SFPL), Gay and Lesbian Historical Society (GLBTHS), UC Merced Digital Assets Unit
- **Goal**:
  - Digitize 127,000 pages from 49 archival collections related to the early days of the AIDS epidemic
  - Unite collections
  - Public access via individual DAMS/institutional webpage, Calisphere, and DPLA
Some people think you can catch AIDS from a glass.

You can't.

Fight the fear with the facts:
800-367-AIDS/800-922-AIDS
(Middle class & above)

UCSF, AIDS Foundation & SFPL, ACT UP GG
SFO Harvey Milk Terminal Partnership

Tucson—

We have gone through a lot of trouble and we each knew most of the reasons why we have broken up—if we were a man and wife we would be before a judge before the would grant us the “right” to dissolve our marriage—

He would first try to “save” the marriage. I told him it had been wonderful he would recommend a divorce or validate a marriage ceremony. If the state could try to save one love shouldn’t two gay people be different—why not each other? We are just born with problems to have when we attack our trouble—
Assessor Recorder’s Office Photographs
Mayoral Papers (and the future)